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Kissinger balks at subpoena
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
Stale Henry Kissinger failed yesterday
v respond to a House Intelligence
Committee
subpoena
for
a
memorandum by a State Department
official who has acknowledged that it
gives details about mismanagement of
the 1974 Cyprus crisis.
A. Searle Field, chief counsel for
the committee, said the deadline for
Kissinger to respond passed without
receipt of the memorandum or any
word on whether the secretary
intended to comply with the subpoena
later.

Bill Joseph, a construction worker for an excavation crew
installing a sewer along First Street, hammers away at some hard
rock. The heavy labor in the trenches makes for a long, hard day.
(Newsphoto by Michael Passarellol

THE MEMORANDUM was written
by Thomas Boyatt. the departments
Cyprus affairs director during the
crisis. Boyatt has ackowlcdged m
testimony to the committee that it
provides details about what he
considered mismanagement of the
crisis.
During the crisis, Turkey invaded
the island of Cyprus with a force of
more than 49,000 and occupied about
40 per cent of the island. At the time.
Turkish Cypriots comprised only
about 20 per cent of the island's
population. The occupation continues
today.
The memorandum goes to the heart
of a committee dispute with Kissinger
over his order prohibiting Stale
Department opeiations officer! from
testifying on what recommendations
(hey make for U.S. policy contrary to
policy decisions or otherwise.
Boyatt told the committee he was
prohibited under Kissinger's ordei

from
testifying
on
what
his
recommendations had been during the
crisis.
KISSINGER and State Department
officials have said the order is needed
to protect the confidentiality in which
operations
officers
can
make
recommendations without fear of
public exposure if they are proven
wrong.
One
of
Kissinger's
lop
administrative
aides.
Lawrence
Fagleburger, who disclosed the order.

By Dan Garfield
Assl. Sports Editor
College presidents do not have a
history of strong involvement with
intercollegiate athletics, particularly
the
distribution
of
athletic
grants-in-aid.
But presidents of two Mid-American
Conference (MAC) institutions are
involved not only in the revision of
policies toward athletic grants-in-aid
but also in cutting costs of athletic
programs.
Dr. Phillip Shriver, president of
Miami University, and University
President Hollis Moore Jr.. have taken
an active role in promoting top-notch
athletic programs as well as offering
their views nationwide on the
importance of curtailing the cost of
running intercollegiate athletic (ICA)
programs.
DR. SHRIVER. MAC chairman said
he believes more presidents ought to
get involved with athletic matters.
"I've been directly involved with
athletics in the ten years that I have

been here at Miami." Dr. Shriver said.
"Presidents ought to be more involved
because it's a major budget component
of the University."
Dr. Moore said top administrative
involvement is important as a safety
valve in the event that a scandal
erupted or charges were made against
the athletic department for illegal
practices.
"I don't think the presidents have
to take over the athletic program," Dr.
Moore said. "But there are some
policies that they (athletic personnel)
are letting get away from them, and I
think the presidents are ultimately
held responsible."
Dr. Moore said furor over illegal
recruiting and other malpractices
ultimately make their way to the
president's office, noting recent ICA
problems at Michigan State University.
"It's Clifton Wharton (MSU
president) who they're (the public)
pointing the finger at," Dr. Moore
said.
But in the area of cost-cutting, Dr.
Shriver said he can understand why
most major college presidents delegate
authority to other people arrj do not
take an active role in budgetary
determinations.
"FOR SOME, the complexity of
their own schedules makes it
impossible for them to get involved,"
Dr. Shriver remarked.

"With an extremely tight schedule,
most presidents have to have
representatives in such areas as
academic affairs and athletic affairs,"
he added.
Dr. Moore said he believes
conferences such as the Southwest
Conference do not have a tradition of
having presidents involved in athletic
decisions a. docs the MAC.
This lack of involvement was
evidenced last week at a special
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association (NCAA) study committee
meeting in Chicago. A group of four
college presidents and four athletic
directors from the three athletic
divisions of the NCAA were to meet
and write up an appropriate proposal
for limiting athletic grants-based-on-need. Dr. Moore, a committee
member, said presidental attendance
was poor.
"AUBURN WAS there, but their
president didn't come," Dr. Moore
said. "Iowa State's president was on
the committee, but he sent a
representative.
"I certainly think when we're at a
budget-crurch period where we're
talking about something other than
saving just peanuts, it's time Ihe
presidents should get involved like
everyone else," he said.
Dr. Moore said he especially was
interested in the people who are

11 then voted nine to two to
subpoena the document,
CHAIRMAN Ons Pike. (D-N.Y.)

was in his Long Island district for
Congress' Columbus Day recess and
could not be reached for comment on
the passed deadline.
He told the committee last week he
had received no indication what
Kissinger or the Stale Department
intended to do about the subpoena.
If Kissinger chose to defy the
subpoena. Pike told the Committee,
members could not consider any
action until Congress reconvenes next
week.

Fugitive search abandoned
SALEM. 111. (AP) - The intensive
manhunt for five escaped Marion
Federal Penitentiary inmates was
abandoned yesterday with all but one
of the fugitives back behind bars.
"It looks like he's slipped through
our noose," Victor Schaefer, FBI
special agent directing the search, said
of the remaining fugitive, Dennis
Hunter, 2b. of Salem, Ohio. "It's not
likely he's still in the area. I have no
idea how he slipped out."
INDIANA police also stopped
searching for Hunter, the last of the
five convicts who Friday night escaped
from the nalion's lop security prison
with the aid of an electronic gadget.
There was some thought he may have
slipped across the Illinois-Indiana
border.
Police were continuing routine

MAC plan to cut costs
Editor's note. This is the second of
a three-part series on the MAC plan,
which represents an attempt by several
Mid-American Conference schools to
financially
reform
intercollegiate
athletics.

said it also is aimed at preventing a
public
debate
between
State
Department officials like the one over
Ihc so-called "loss of China" in 1949.
When Boyalt testified, he said he
did not kow whether he could turn
his memorandum over to the
committee, The committee was later
told he could not.

shaping athletics policies. He said he
believed most of the input was coming
from the ICA establishment, but "not
necessarily the people who work in
it."
"Whoever it is, the establishment is
making il pretty rough on some of
these people (presidents), and I'm
aware of this. That's the reality of
many of these institutions," Dr. Mooie
concluded.
THE MAC PLAN, introduced in
August and designed to limit
grarts-inaid
to
students
with
demonstrated financial rred, is being
prepared for a January vole by
members of each of the 809 NCAA
institutions.
Dr. Shriver said he believes the MAC
is a step ahead of other conferences in
pointing out the need for grant
cutting. The success of the plan for
limiting grants to persons with need,
requires support from all conferences.
Dr. Shriver noted.
"I think the prospective passing (of
ihe MAC plan) will come from a
compromise of instructional fees and a
financial need option based on board
and room," Dr. Shriver added.
Both MAC presideits said they
believe strongly that one important
aspect of the MAC plan is to reduce
some of the cost- supporting burden
from the hands of students and
transfer them into state or federal
hands.

patrols on Ihe perimeter of the search
area but doubted they would catch
Hunter, who had been serving five
years for kidnaping, assault on a
federal officer and escape.
Henry
Gargano.
43,
alleged
mastermind of the breakout, was
arresled Tuesday in a Bloonifield, Ind..
railyard. 125 miles east of Salem. The
Chicago machine operator, serving a
199-year sentence for slaying two
policemen in a bank robbery, said he

fled ihe Salem area Tuesday morning
on an east hound freight train.
ON MONDAY night. Maurice
Philion. 40, of Oakland. Calif., and
Edward Roche, 39, of Katonah. NY..
were captured on railroad tracks
running through the search area.
The other fugitive. Arthur Mankins.
37. of Germanton, N.C., was seized
Sunday after a sedan in whidi he was
riding crashed five miles east of Salem.

Cable system
to be rewired
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Many persons in Bowling Green pay
a monthly fee to subscribe to cable
television. However, some tenants of
Thurstin Manor Apartments, 451
Thurstin Avc., receive the service free.
David Cinl, office manager of Wood
Cable Television Co.. explained that
excessive radiation is being transmitted
by faulty cables installed in the
apartment complex. He said this
radialion causes some television sels to
pick up the cable signal, even though
the sets are not hooked up to the
system.
"WE FOUND this oul when our
installer went to hook a set to the
cable, and before the TV was hooked
up, the TV had cable reception," he
said.
He said Ihe cables, installed in the
mid-1960s, needed to be replaced.
Carr said the company intends to
rewire Thurstin Manor to improve
reception for subscribers and to
prevent non-subscribers from picking
up the television signal.
Carr said that when the cables were
first laid, the wires did not have to be
shielded. Today, by law, cables must
be coated to lessen the chance of
radiation escaping.
"Let me stress that this kind of
radialion is not harmful lo humans,"
he said. "The kind of radiation which
is harmful is caused by X-rays and no
X-rays are produced by any machines
at Wood."
Dr. Edgar Singleton, University
professor of physics, agreed that the
radiation was not harmful. 'To the
best of my knowledge, there's no

danger I'm aware of concerning that
type.of radialion," he said.
Carr said the rewiring of the
apartments will he completed cither
this week or next. He said the
contractor has all necessary materials
for the job.
He said he ihought the rewiring cost
would be about S500-S1.000. "That's
my guess, but I don't know for sure
because we haven't been billed for the
cable yet." he said.
Carr said if there is another wiring
problem elsewhere in the city, he is
unaware of it. He added that if
another problem comes to the
attention of the company the
difficulty will be corrected promptly.
"WE'RE ALWAYS upgrading our
system." he said. "There have been
many technological advances since the
company started and we pass the
advances along to our customers."
Carr said there is a possibility
subscribers will be without cable
service during the rewiring project at
Thurstin Manor.
"I don't know for sure. One
apartment could be out longer than
another. It all depends on how tough
the installation is," he said.

Weather
Considerable
cloudiness
end
cooler today with highs in the
upper 50s. Clearing and cooler
tonight with lows in the mid and
upper
30s.
Partly
cloudy
tomorrow with highs in the 50s.
Probability of rain ten per cent
today and tonight.

Looking every bit like the Chris Evert of badminton, this student reacts enthusiastically to a good serve. (Newsphotos by Ed Suba)
►V
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miracle energy plans

mac plan worthwhile

WASHINGTON - Why is il belter to
be dependent on Russian oil than on
Arab oil? Are the Communists less
likely to embargo shipments than the
Arabs? Will their ideological scruples
oblige them to charge us less than the
going price for crude?
Good reasons exist to buy Russian
oil but they have nothing to do with
energy independence. The more oil
supplies, the more competition and
the lower the prices, or so we can
hope.
A wheat-for-oil deal lasting over an
extended period of time may take
some of the upsy-downsiness out of
our agricultural
prices, and might
lead to the kind of interdependence
which discourages embargoes and
encourages friendly relations.
But if all these benefits flow from
buying oil from our most-dreaded
enemy, aren't they also to be obtained
by purchases from the non-Communist
Arabs, Nigerians, etc? Then what is the
nature of this fiendish and urgent crisis
our public men tell us must be
resolved immediately?

University President Hollis Moore Jr., and the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) committee are making headway in the long
overdue movement toward adjusting the high cost of intercollegiate
athletics.
A resolution passed by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) on August 14 proposed that future recipients of
athletic scholarships must show financial need as well as athletic
talent in determining the amount of scholarship or grant money
which can be awarded.
The MAC plan is a valuable reassessment of the present athletic
grant-in-aid structure which now is based primarily on talent.
Working to change the athletic aid system by combining financial
need with demonstrated talent will benefit many students.
The MAC plan will eliminate some of the burden of providing
athletic grants-in-aid from athletic departments' annual budget. That
budget partially is supported by general fee monies.
Under the MAC plan talent awards will cover instructional fees,
just as in any other University area. However, room and board fees
can be supplemented by outside state sources when financial need,
minus the "expected family contribution', is determined. Overall, the
MAC plan is an equitable way to award scholarships.
Some NCAA major collegiate conference schools, however, may
present a snag in the further approval and acceptance of the MAC
plan which comes up to vote by Division I (larger NCAA members)
schools in January.
According to Dr. Moore there obviously is an ill-feeling among
these larger schools about the new grants-based-on-need part of the
MAC plan. Apparently bias among some schools is that scholarships
based on need will decrease some of the major college athletic
programs and possibly remove them from the upper echelon of
athletic competition.
Opponents of the MAC plan should take into consideration the
fairness and equality of distributing scholarships to all students,
including athletes. Keeping up school images based on athletic
performances by teams that are bought is promoting false pride.
The MAC plan to give athletic scholarships to those athletes who
have demonstrated definite financial need as well as athletic ability is
one of the most significant proposals ever considered by the NCAA.
MAC plan proponents should continue to work for its successful
passage.

ON THIS and many other
contradictions having to do with
energy, the Father-of-the-Year is
mostly silent. Raise the piice of oil, he
insists,
to
encourage
domestic
production, but no promises are made
as to how much more production we'll
gel for every dollar the price of a
barrel of crude goes up.
Conceivably, we could double the
price for a five per cent production
increase that'll peter out and drop
back below current levels in a few
years. That may make some people in
the oil industry rich, but it isn't going
to make the rest of us happy.
Another part of the Family Man's
energy program, if you can call his

inchoate bundle of notions a program,
is
billions
lor
research
and
development, especially for atomic
energy.
Here we can see the difference
between a modern conservative and a
modern liberal. A liberal believes
money will cure-any social problem;
a conservative believes money will cure
any economic one, and Mr. Ford has
some terrible economic problems
connected with atomic energy.
The first is that if we build many
more atomic power plants we may not
have the fuel to mn them.
URANIUM IS in such short supply
that Westinghouse Electric has been
forced to restrict deliveries to its
customers, the utility companies. So
much for the advertising that told us
the atom represents an assured cheap,
infinite source of energy.
It does in theory and it might in
practice, if somebody can find a few
more uranium deposits such as those
which were discovered in New Mexico
in the early '50s. But you can say the
same of oil. If they can find about 30
billion barrels of it underneath South
Philadelphia, we could keep our wheat

and tell the Russians to go dance the
kazatsky.
There is also foreign uranium, but
only a man with the talents of Mr.
Zarb, our energy czar, can explain why
it might be desirable to be dependent
on foreign uranium but not foreign oil.
Another hope is generation of
electricity with the breeder reactor
which, again theoretically, recycles its
own fuel thereby obviating the need of
buying anybody's uranium.
Good idea, but the only commercial
one ever built was the notorious
Enrico Fermi plant outside of Detroit.
It had an S80 million cost overrun and
has yet to generate enough electricity
to run a flashlight.
ASIDE FROM the fact that some
people consider breeder reactors as
dangerous atomic time bombs, after
20 years of R&D and more money
than you can count spent on them,
even the optimists aren't predicting
they'll be on line before the early
1990s.
Maybe if the Democrats spend
enough money on social workers,
they'll wipe oul crime, and, maybe, if
Mr. Ford spends enough on engineers
hell get himself a breeder reactor that
will at least generate enough juice to
turn on the light in the hall closet. But
in the meantime, a prudent nation
should have something else going for
it. We don't have much.
The Federal Energy Research and
Development Administration is still
headed in the direction of highcost,
highly centralized, iffy technologies of
the breeder reactor variety.

Wilson Clark, the director of the
Environmental Policy Institute and
gifted analyst of the meld of
economics and technology in this area, i
observes that the traditional reluctance
to support low-cost, modest programs,
especially in solar energy, persists. The
government's policy seems to be that
unless a solar energy device can
entirely replace other power sources, it
isn't worth fooling with.
Moreover, Clark reports that, as so
often happens with government
research, the administrators are sunk
into financing work that has already
been done. "Reinventing a gold-plated
wheel." is what he calls it.
CLARK'S
APPROACH
is
bizzazz-deficient. Nothing for an
elective official to boast of in front of
the voters. A President wants to say to
us that his $ 100 billion crash program
has smashed us into a new epoch.
He envisions that scene in which he
is led to the miracle machine's switch
by the chairman of the board of
Universal Neutron, the ultimate energy
conglomerate. There they throw the
switch, once again demonstrating how
partnership between business and
government works to the advantage of
all.
That's a heck of a lot better than
coming on the tube and saying, "Hi,
Fellow Americans. I want to announce
we've just perfected a new generation
of superior windmills. It's not energy
independence, folks, but if we run out '
of uranium, it's going to help."
Copyright, 1975. The Washington
Post-King Features Syndicate

staff dissent shows
WASHINGTON-The
flurry
of
inaccurate reports over President
Ford's plans for revamping the CIA are
being cited within the White House as
one more reason for the short, happy
life of Roderick Hills as assistant
counsel to the president.
Hills' "exile" to the chairmanship of
the
Securities
and
Exchange
Commission (SEC), a post In keeping
with his reputation as a savvy
corporate lawyer, was handled so
discreetly by Mr. Ford and White
House Staff Chief Donald Rumsfeld
that only a few on the senior level
were aware of the personality conflicts
said to be the basis for the shift.
Indeed, any dissatisfaction with
Hills' performance as the Number Two
White House legal counsel during his
lix-months stint never even reached
the Senate Banking Committee that
speedily cleared him for floor
confirmation
to
his
new
$40,000-ayear post.
The 44-year-old husband of HUD
Secretary Carl* Hills reportedly trod
on the toes of White House staffers by
interjecting
himself
into
their
Jealously-guarded
areas
of
responsibility and by "sounding off"
In Mr. Ford's presence without being
asked for his opinions.
THE LATEST example of a Hills
gaffe, according to White House
intimates, came during a background
session with a small group of newsmen
who later wrote stories saying the
president intended to establish an
independent inspector general for the
CIA who would not be under the
thumb of CIA Director William Colby.
The Washington "Post" bannered
the story giving it better play than Mr.
Ford's $28 billion tax-cut speech. That
in itself irked Rumsfeld, political
counselor Robert Hartmann. and press
secretary Ron Nessen.
Their resentment increased when it
wax learned that Hills was the source
of the itories-which the White House
Press Office spent the next day trying
to knock down as speculative and
incorrect.
Hills hid been deeply involved in
the preparation of plans for improving
CIA and correcting US intelligence
deficiencies but, by his own
acknowledgement, had not worked on
the plans for the past month.
So his White House critics faulted
him for a "last-straw" blooper by
talking out of turn, talking about a
project on which he was not
up-to-date, and for giving out
Inaccurate information.
(ACTUALLY. WHAT the president
hat in mind is appointing a person of
national reputation from outside the
intelligence community to serve as
"Director of Intelligence," a post

.IF terHoril

superior to Colby, FBI Director
Clarence Kelley.and the other Defense
Department and civilian intelligence
agencies, reporting directly to Mr.
Ford. It has not yet been determined
how this super intelligence chief would
function in relation to a beefed-up
president's
Foreign
Intelligence
Advisory Board and the National
Security Council. As CIA boss, Colby
now holds the title of Intelligence
Director, but he would lose it under
the upgrading of the positions now
envisioned within the Oval Office.)
Hills contends his brief stay at the
White House was a joy. But, awaiting
final Senate action that would move
him from the Ford staff to the SEC,
Hills cracked, "I don't know if I'm
being railroaded out or railroaded in."
Among other tasks he faces as new
Securities chairman is that of exposing
companies who have paid "bribes" to
foreign government officials and
politicians in exchange for contracts.
He thinks the Commerce, Defense and
State Departments, plus the Internal
Revenue Service, should join with SEC
in fashioning guidelines for US firms
doing business abroad.
Hills came to the White House last
April without previous experience in
the bureaucratic jungle, having been a
successful attorney in Los Angeles and
chairman of Republic Corporation, a
California conglomerate.
It wasn't long before other staffers
were muttering about the brashness of
legal counsel Philip Buchen's new
assistant. Rumsfeld, the politically
astute staff chief, was heard to
complain of Hills' "naivete" in serving
as White House liaison with the
publicity-hungry chairman Otis Pike of
the
House
select
committee
investigating the CIA,
COUNSELOR HARTMANN, wary
of Rumsfeld's ambitions but equally
close to Mr. Ford, rumbled that Hills
occasionally seemed to think his past
financial contributions to California
Republicans made him an expert on
politics.
In a sense. Hills' departure reflects a
continuing staffing problem within the
Whiie House shop of senior counsel
Buchen.
The president is extremely close to
his silver-haired former law partner
from Gtand Rapids days, relied on him
for advice in the pardoning of Richard
Nixon, and brooks no criticism of him.
But others give Buchen low marks for
political sagacity and sigh over what
they regard as his minimum grasp of

his responsibilities as the president's
lawyer.
The highly-touted Philip Areeda
came in briefly as Buchen's deputy but
became disillusioned and left last
spring to return to Harvard. Assistant
Counsel William Casselman came in
with Ford last year, but quit Buchen's
shop a month ago for private ptactice.
The question within the Ford senior
staff-which only the president can
answer-is how long Buchen himself
will remain in the White House.
Copyright, 1975, Universal Press
Syndicate/Detroit News

Leirers
out in the open
I would sincerely like to commend
The BG News for publishing the poem,
"Nice To Meet You" and a special
congratulations and thanks to C.
Peters of 143 Dunbar.
The poem was exquisite. It showed
what games really go on at rush
parties, and the basis on which so
many phony relationships are made.
I'm glad it finally came out in the
open. It's time for Bowling Green's
non-greek population to feel proud
that we don't need parties of "high
prestige" and "charming advice" to get
us through the quarter. To be glad that
we can be ourselves, not woi tying how
we rated on first appearances.
The line "Somehow friendship
doesn't seem the same" sums it all up
perfectly.
Kathy Trojan
414 Chapman Hall

good news blues
On my way back to my dormitory a
few evenings ago. I was interrupted by
a student wearing a large, orange "Get
Smart Get Saved" button.
As this person accompanied me
he/she described how he/she was "high
on Jesus." I "passively resisted,"
calmly ignoring them. Suddenly, as I
waited for an elevator, they said,
"well, you certainly aren't friendly!"
Hmmm, a rather aggressive act for a
supposedly non-violent religious sect.
1 chose to "turn the other cheek"
however, and without retaliating,
returned to my rooom.
Lest this seem an overreaction to an
isolated incident, let me state that this
is the third time in the last two yean
that I have been so confronted.
Last year, a person visited my
room supposedly to "borrow some
paper." Yet as soon as they entered
my room, they sat down and asked
"Do you wanna hear about Jetus?" A
friend of mine has been similarly

approached while eating in Commons
Johnson, would not let his officers
Dining Hall.
-f assist any of the ushers or UAO
personnel. Then they took off from
NO.I AM not about to request a
the front gate and approximately 150
mass incarceration of "Jesus freaks."
persons crashed this gate. I was
Yet there seem to be enough
crushed trying to get to the door to
opportunitites fo; campus Christian
close it.
involvement (such as ACT or Campus
1 would like to ask Mr. Johnson, if
Crusade among others) to satiate even
security personnel are not allowed to
the most euphoric believer, without a
assist ushers, control floor problems,
bevy
of worshippers-tumed-saleswatch the gate or eject troublemakers,
petsons.
then why in the hell even have them in
Yes, 1, too, am a Christian. Yet that
the road? To stand around and look
does not allow me to hanass. insult or
tough while collecting money from the
utilize false premisees to "sell" my
University payroll?
God.
I have worked in security service
Hopefully these students will now
and detection for the Pinkerton
allow us to worship (or not to
Detective Agency for three summers
worship) any deity to whatever degree
and my suggestion would be. if the
we, as individuals desire, without
University Police cannot be depended
infringing upon others.
on, then hire trained security service.
Religion must be an individual act
and belief. I have no objection to the
"Good News." Just don't berate
anyone with it.

Congratulations Union Activities
Organization (UAO).
AWB and LTD were great. The
sound was super, the crowd fine. The
security sucked eggs.
I worked as an usher for the concert
and I was abhorred at the gross lack of
concern by the security force for the
safety of the students attending. There
were some disturbances that I can
honestly say were not caused by
University students.
However, I was unable to control
these disturbances as there was no
security in the auditorium to back me
up. I also witnessed UAO Director Jim
Stofan being harrassed in the front
lobby by angry concert goers who
were unable to get to their reserved
seats. Standing not more than five feet
away were two uniformed policemen,
noisily shooting the bull on University
time.
THE OFFICER in charge, Carl

W. Randall Hathaway
SGA President

THe BG news

Kevin Diels
1012 Offenhauer/West

student safety

1 have always been pleased with the
services provided by the University
Police. However, as president of
Student
Government
Association
(SGA) I feel that part of my job is to
insure the rights and safety of the . |
students. This was not done. 1 plan on
taking action immediately to see that
such a fiasco does not occur in the
future.
In closing I would like to add that
Mr. Johnson has in no way
distinguished himself or his force by '
his belligerent behavior or his lack of
concern for the student's safety.
My suggestion; get off your high
horse and start thinking about the
students that you are paid to protect.
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membari of tha BO Nawa Editorial Board.
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Artist brothers to open exhibit
By Renee Murawski
Staff Reporter

Argentina
BUENOS AIRES. Argentina (AP) - President Isabel
Peron was due back from wcalion yesterday, and
official sources said arrangements were being made for
her to take over from acting President Italo Luder at a
ceremony Thursday night.
Labor organizations scheduled a big rally Friday
afternoon at which Mrs. Peron was expected to speak.
Rumors of a military coup have been circulating since
the government announced last week thai Mrs. Peron
would return to office. She has been vacationing since
Sept. 13 at an air force rest camp 450 miles northwest of
the capital.
Interior Minister Angel Robledo said he believed the
coup rumors were false because "the sources of power
have repeatedly recognized how important it is to
maintain constitutionality."

Energy
COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) -- The Joint Select
Committee on Energy issued final recommendations on
Wednesday calling for an expansion and tightening of
state regulation over Ohio's public utilities.
The special energy panel, concluding a five-month
study of utility ratemaking. said ihe formula foi
determining gas and electric rates should be scrapped.
Another key recommendation for lighler controls on
automatic fuel adjustments by electric companies is
currently under consideration by the Senate Energy and
Environment Committee which is expected to approve
the fuel bill this week.

Dr.
Paul
Running,
professor of art, and his
brohttts are living proof
that when talent strikes, it
can hit the same family
more than once.
Dr. Running and three of
his brothers currently are
presenting a three-week
group show entitled. "The
Brothers Running." in the
art gallery of the University
of the South. Sewanee.
Tenn.
The
exhibit features
twenty recent oil and
watercolor paintings done
by Dr. Running along with
paintings.
drawings,
photographs and woodblock
prints by his brothers, Drs.
Orville and Cyrus Runring.
ANOTHER BROTHER
Dr. Joseph Running, opened
the show Sunday with an
organ
recital
in
the
university's chapel.
Dr. Running, who has
taught at the Unversity

EVEN THOUGH his
brothers were influential in
developing his interest in
art. Dr. Running said that
their works are not similar
in nature.

3.25
3.28
3.60
3.20

Education
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CHICAGO (AP) -- US.
Sen.
Adlai
Stevenson.
Ill II! i says he will decide
by
m i d-N o v e m b e r
on.whether to seek the 1976
Democratic nomination for
president.
The Illinois Democrat,
son of a twice unsuccessful
Democratic
presidential
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Dr. Running said that
when he teaches, he can
only devote 10 to 15 hours
a week to painting, but he

"I enjoy the students and
I enjoy painting, but I
would not like either
without the other," Dr.
Runring said.

Pot relieves symptoms
BOSTON (AP) - Marijuana is far
more effective than any other drug in
relieving the vomiting and nausea that
plagues thousands of cancer patients
undergoing
chemical
therapy,
researchers say, and should be
considered as a treatment for such side
effects.
In a report published Thursday in
the New England Journal of Medicine.
Harvard Medical School researchers at
the Sidney Farbcr Cancer Center say
they tested the effectiveness of the
marijuana drug against a dummy drug
in 22 patients with a variety of
cancers.
For patients who completed the
study. 12 of 15 cases involving
marijuana drug treatments resulted in
at least a 50 per cent reduction in

vomiting and nausea after therapy.
And in five of these treatments, the
patients suffered rr> nausea at all. the
report added.
THERE WAS no decrease in nausea
or vomiting in 14 cases in which
placebo, or dummy, treatment was
used, the researchers said. In the
"double-blind" experiment, neither
patients nor doctors knew in advance
who got the real or dummy drugs.
Dr. Stephen Salan said in an
interview that about 75 per cent of the
thousands
of
patients
getting
chemotherapy for cancer suffer
moderate to extreme nausea and
vomiting. And of this group. 90 per
cent get no relief from conventional
antinausea drugs.
Salan said he and his colleagues in

the study. Drs. Norman Zinberg and
Emil Frci HI. did not know
specifically why marijuana worked to
decrease nausea.
"But we know how the cancer
treatment drugs that cause vomiting
work." he said. "Most of them trigger
a part of the brain to cause vomiting as
opposed to nausea originating in the
stomach. So. we can assume that the
marijuana somehow works on the
central nervous system to block or
repress the vomiting response "
PATIENTS IN THE study received
the marijuana orally in capsules
containing
concentrations
of
delU'lietrahydio cannahinol (THC),
the active ingredient in the drug
responsible foi its euphoric effect.
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Stevenson's late father.
Adlai Stevenson Jr.. was
twice defeated by Dwight
Eisenhower
for
the
presidency.
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would not want to give up
teaching to be a full- time
painter.

candidate, said Tuesday that
he is reluctant to run but
sees no "conscientious way
to say no" to those urging
him to seek the presidency.
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"CRITICISM BOTHERS
any artist. If he says it
doesn't, he's lying." Dr.
Running said.

Stevenson may run

352-3551
SM
1.60 2.00 ! 60
1.9S 2.60 3.30

imagination.
I
think
imagination
comes out
different on canvas than
from the way we see it,
anyway," he said.
Dr. Running said that his
works receive their harshest
criticism from his wife, who
also was a painter.

The following accumulative grade point averages released by the Office of the Registiar are the dividing lines
for the upper 20 and 35 per cent of colleges and duw tor the l*»74-75 academic yeai. The averages arc based
on the third quarter. 1975.
COLLEGE
UPPER 20 PER CENT
UPPER 35 PER CENT
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
Soph.
Jr.
Sr.
2.98
Business Administration
3.24
3.23
2.93
3.12
2.82

532 EAST WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

ROUND PIZZA

"My oldest brother's
style is harsher and more
hard-edged than mine. The
next oldest brother's work
is softer- edged and more
romantic," Dr. Running
said.
"1 tend to work more
from things I sec than from

Grade averages released

Kidnapers
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) •• The kidnapers of Dutch
Businessman Tiede Herrema are ihrcalenirg lo cut off
one of his feet if police keep insisting on proof he is
alive, Herrema said in a tape-recorded message
Wednesday.
The message said the 53-year-old busmesMti.m.
kidnaped outside his Limerick home Oct. 3, was being
held by the "Irish Liberalion Organ/ation." Il was ihe
first time the group behind the kidnap has named itself.
It also called on the International Red Cross to bring
pressure on Irish authorities to secure his release, a new
demand.
Officials of Herrema's Ferenka steel company said the
voice on the tape clearly was lhat of Herrema. and
newsmen hearing the recording said the businessman
obviously was emotionally distressed. Kilchcn pots and
pans were heard rattling in (he background of the
recording.

since 1956, said that he did
not know whether to credit
his family's artistic streak to
environmental or genetic
factors.
"I'm not a scientist, but 1
do know that there is a
greater amount of native
talent in some people than
in others," Dr. Running
said.
"But I also believe that
everyone should be able to
communicate in the various
art media and can leam to
do it better through
training." he said.
Dr. Running said that he
did not receive ary formal
art training in the early
school years.
"I learned mostly on my
own and with the help of
my older brothers who were
studying art m college." he
explained.

Come On Down and join
in our Anniversary Sale
Celebration.... Specials
Galore all over the Store!
Here's just a
sampling....
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Seclusion

A sense of peace pervades the atmosphere at the math
science library, where students can study in the
relatively secluded area on the third floor of the
building. Margie Fitzpatrick, sophomore (A&S). right,

SWEETEST DA Y
fa\\ Floral Arrangement;
$5»8

cash & carry
>lace your orders aheat
call 353-8381
also: all types of green plants
clay pots A saucers

KLOTZ FLOWER FARM
Napolton & S. Collage Rdi.
j|

HOURS: 8-5 M - Sat.

•<'

tonight

gets work done in private, and Kathy Alt, freshman
(A&S), and Bruce Whitmyre, sophomore (A&S), find
references in the well-lined stacks. (Newsphoto by Ed
Suba)

Relics in danger
ATHENS
(AP)
Pollution over the past 40
years has caused greater
damage to the ancient
monuments
on
the
Acropolis hill than they
suffered in the previous four
centuries, a United Nations
report said yesterday.
Minister
of
Culture
Constantmc Tripanit, in
announcing the report, said
antiquity experts from the
United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization proposed an
immediate
start
on
protection
of
the
2,500-year-old
marble
temples and statuary. They

5p.m.tbm.dnight

and every ThvrS. night....

said the famed monuments
overlooking the city of
Athens should be covered
with plastic or nylon for the
winter.
Tripanis said the report
stressed that if protective
measures were not taken
before
winter,
"the
monuments
might
be
irretrievably damaged."
TRIPANIS
said
the
UNESCO experts, who
studied the monuments for
a
week,
singled
out
pollution as the No. I
llueat. Other dangers were
undergrourd rock fissures,
aircraft misc. and harmful
measures
erroneously

adopted as remedies
past.
Tripanis
quoted
report as saying poll
"gnaws al the mar
wears it down into
thin dust."
"The situation
that this winter, when
atmospheric pollution will
be denser, heavy rain or hail
will suffice to break away
whole parts of the columns
and statues," the report
added.
The UNESCO team was
invited here as part of an
initial SI r. million antiquity
rescue operation recently
launched by the Greek
government,
THE EXPERTS said that
after
covering
the
monuments,
the
most
damaged parts should he
removed _fpr specialised
laboratory
treatment,
Tripanis said.
He added that in some
cases it may be considered
wiser for the monuments to
be kept in museums and
substituted on the Acropolis
hill with "perfect copies."

Marines recruit officers
By Cindy Smerciiu
Staff Reporter

once a quarter lo recruit
potential officers.

Hostility toward the
military is a thing of the
past, according lo Capt.
Steven Rogers, a recruiter
lor the United Slates Marine
Corps.
He is conducting a
two-day qfficer recruiting
drive from a table in
University Hall.

Capt. Rogers said he
encounters
almost
no
hostility
from students
besides well-meaning jukes
"lt*s quite a change. Five'
years
ago
they
(the
recruiters)
were having
things thrown al (hem." he
noted.

The Marines, who do not
have an ROTC program on
campus, conduct such drives

• ' I
HAVEN'T
encountered any hostility
this entire year," he
continued. "The student's

attitudes
are
more
businesslike."
Capt.
Rogers
said
yesterday that he had talked
with about .10 interested
persons. The recruiting drive
continues
today.
ant
hclK-optci
rides
and
demonstrations for those
interested in aviation will be
offered tomorrow.
After a person expresses
interest in the Marine
officer training program he
must take an aptitude test.
If he passes the aptitude
test, he then must pass a
physical.
The Marines' standards
are high, according to Capt.
Rogers, saying he Is lucky if
"five or ten people remain
out of 100 after the two
initial tests."
CAPT. ROGERS recruits
officers from the Detroit,
Toledo and Bowling Green
areas. He recruits about 30
undergraduates
officer
trainees each year, averaging
about two women annually.
Women in the Marine
Corps are eligible for all
positions except combat
duty, according to Capt.
Rogers. Aviation also is
closed to women because
the Marines consider it
combat duty.
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Traditional
ROTC
programs differ from the
Marine
officer
training
program
because
the
Marines
require
no
on-campus
commitment.
Officers trainees for the
Marines
must
attend
training camp in Virginia for
six weeks each summer, but
are not required to wear
uniforms or attend military
science classes on campus.
Capt. Rogers said the
officer training program is
experiencing no shortage of
recruits, but said the Marine
Corps "reflects the social
problems of society, such as
racial problems."
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local briefs

Hodge—'experience'
By Joe Wollet
Staff Reporter

Tickets
Due to further mailing difficulties, tickets for next
month's Crosby-Nash concert will go on sale Monday
instead of today, according to a Union Activities
Organization spokesmen.

Language
A "Language Experience-Reading and Writing"
mini-course which can be taken for one hour credit will
be offered tomorrow and Saturday in il5 Education
Bldg.
There is a fee of $22.00 for in-service credit, $22.50
for undergraduate credit, and $35.50 for graduate credit.
For additional information and registration contact
the Reading Center, 576 Education Bldg., 372-2551.

Recruiters
The Navy will be recruiting on campus from Oct.
20-23. Recruiters will be in the hallway of the
Math-Science Building and are interested in all students,
especially mathematics and science majors. United States
citizenship is required.

Free lecture
Dr. James V. McConnell, professor of psychology and
psychiatry at the University of Michigan and author of a
text used in beginning psychology courses at the
University, will present a free lecture at 7:30 tonight in
210 Math Science Bldg.

Volunteer
Volunteers in Progress will hold an informational
meeting for all students interested in serving as volunteer
leaders for the Boy Scouts or Girl Scouts at 7:00 tonight
in 104 Business Administration Bldg.

A student with a degree
in business is not guaranteed
a job upon graduation, but
may have more luck than
those majoring in other
areas, according to Marie
Hodje, assistant to the dean
of the College of Business
Administration.
The number of students
enrolling in the college is on
the rise, Hodge said, while
other colleges in the
University are experiencing
declines.
A few years ago, she said,
the College of Education
had 5,200 majors and
business had about 3,000.
Now about 4,400 students
are ir. education, 4,000 are
in arts and sciences and
3,600 are in business.
Hodge said enrollment in
the business college is
increasing by 200 to 300
students a year.
SHE ATTRIBUTED the
increase to the practicality
of a business education.
Teaching positions are not
as abundant as they were a
few
years
ago,
thus
enhancing a career in
business.
Of the freshmen entering
the college this fall, 42 per
cent were women. Hodge

said. About one-third of the
college is comprised of
women.
Accounting is the biggest
area
of
specialization,
Hodge said, drawing about
one-third of those who
come
to
summer
pre-registration.
General
business attracts about
one-fourth of the new
business majors, but only
five per cent graduate in
general business.
Hodge said many students
choose general business
until they are sure which
area they would like to
specialize in. She said most
students should pick an area
of specialization by their
junior year.
IT IS important to have
introductory courses for
new students to sample
majors before they must
choose one. Hodge said,
adding
that
Business
Administration 102 Is a
good survey course for
students.
Majors are important in
getting
a
job
upon
graduation, she said, but
experience in the field helps
people in business get
successive jobs. People hold
an average of four jobs
during their lives, according
to Hodge, so a broad

ALL CAMPUS PARTY

education is helpful in
getting jobs.
"There is no substitute
for experience," Hodge said.
Students can get internships
through the college in order
to gain experience, she said.
But the flaw with the
internship program is that
there are not enough jobs
available to the students
who apply for them, Hodge
said.
A student's education in
the business college provides
a broad base, Hodge said, so
that 40 to 60 per cent of a
student's courses are in
business.

WHEN:

SATURDAY NITE OCT. IS
8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.

WHERE:

THE HYDRAULIC ROOM
2 BLOCKS
SOUTH OF FOUNDERS QUAD.
ON THE CORNER OF
MANVILLE AND LEHMAN.

Students today are more
worried about what they are
going to do after college,
the said, and are asking
earlier about the kind of
jobs that will be available to
them. When the economy
improves, there will be more
jobs in business, Hodge said.
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Female singers lend diversity

CASUAL
A great fashion look this fall is

the popular western shirt.
Quilted yoke styling in assorted
colors and patterns on natural
polyester-cotton. The perfect
match for today's stylish
pre-washed denims.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Comfortable
and easygoing.

Now in

the Trendsetter Shop

$18

LASAI1 ,E*S

SPORTSDenim never looked so good!

Review By
David Findny
Rock and roll has pretty
much been a man's world.
From the very beginning the
music
has
been
characterized
by
an
aggressiveness that always
has bordered on violence.
This is obviously a stance
thai
has called for a
maximum
of
macho
posturing on the part of
those who have wanted to
be real rock ai.d rollers.
This fact largely has kept
women out of the world of
rock. It seems that few
women see themselves as
fitting the popular rock and
roll image, and few men are
ready to accept those
women who would try it.
IT WOULD be naive, of
course,
to
imply that
women have not played an
important
part in the
development of popular
music in the last 20 years.
We have seen a large and
diverse parade of popular
female artists. The only
thing is. they largely have
been pop stylists and folk
singers. Few have been
associated with music that
could be called aggressive.
The fact thai women
usually are not thought of
in a rock context is best
illustrated by the excited
and curious reactions to the
few, like Janis Joplin and
Grace Slick, who have tried
to make it as straight rock
performers.
Times
are
changing,
though. In the last couple
weeks, three albums have
been released by three of

the most important female
artists currently working in
the recording industry.

INTERESTINGLY
enough, these three records
seem to cover the entire
spectrum of pop music
styles.
Seemingly,
and
hopefully, they give the
' indication that the time has
come when we can expect
to fund women working in
any musical style without
arousing
feelings
of
amazement or even raised
eyebrows.
The first of these records,
Olivia
Newton-John's
"Clearly Love," gives the
best view of the traditional
role played by the female in
the pop music world.
This record is harmless,
unexciting and runs right
down the middle of the
road.
The material found on
"Clearly Love" can be
classified basically as the
softest of rock with just
enough of a hint of country
to give it the laid-back feel
that is becoming so popular
these days.
The songs deal with love
and
brotherhood
and
happiness, and even a little
hint of pain. And, above all,
they are pretty. Their
melodies are catchy and
their arrangements lush.

that her amazing success in
the last year owes more to
I the fact that her voice is
innocuous and pliable enough
to fit
the light, pop
arrangements she is given.
There is little feeling that
these arrangements exist to
support her voice.
Aside from the fact that
the album is artistically
lifeless, it is difficult to find
fault with it. There is even a
certain
charm
in
the
faultless pop arrangements
and the little-girl innocence
of Olivia Newton-John's
readings of the soungs
found here.
"Clearly Love" is good
fare for the unadventurous.
Linda Ronstadt can be
found a little farther over
on the scale that runs from
harmless to aggressive.
HER
VOICE
is
unmistakably forceful, and
her image carefully blends
down-home country charm
with
alluring
sexuality.
These two factors have
combined to make her one
of the hottest performers in
popular music at this time.
Unfortunately, her latest
release,
"Prisoner
In

to care for.

European styling

SOMEWHERE IN the
middle of all of this is Olivia
Newton-John. Although it is
her record, she seems to be
only a minor part of it.
Her
voice hardly is
commanding. It is capable
enough, but it lacks genuine
character. It almost seems
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Volunteers in Progress Info, meeting Rm. 104 B.A.
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Accounting Club meeting Rm. 110 B.A. Bldg., 7:30 p.m.
Repres. from Arthur Young & Co. & Brian Moore from
placement office.

Styling make, haircirt

denims. S-M-L-XL. XL.

N

•-

■ 1I

bdrm., (65/mo. Stop in at
339 S. Maple.

Haunted House - Song &
Dance.

Babysitter 2:30-5:30 p.m.
on Mon. & Wed., 2:30-7:30
p.m. on Tues. & Thur.
Angela Bell, 831 7th St.
Apt. 4 before 2 p.m. If
housing needed, free room
& board. Contact me at my
address.

D.U. Li'l Sis Rush tonight
7:30-9:30 at the house
facing the library. All girls
welcome.

1 f. to share 1 bdrm. apt.
352-7043.

Thanks Pike's for your help
in rush! The D.G.'s.
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by Garry Trudeau

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-Kai practice session Rm. South
Gym, Women's Bldg. 7-9 p.m.
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DOONESBURY

The
new
"Attorneys
Congressional
Campaign
Trust," which didn't exist
until last February, raised
$400,000 in donations and
pledges
by
Sept.
.to,
according to its quarterly
report
to
the
Federal
Election Commission.

ABORTION

WEAR

This far outpaced any
other new political trust,
and puts the new lawyers
group in nearly the same
league
with
such
well-funded national lobbies
as the American Medical
Association, major labor
unions, teachers and daily
farmers.

34 By no chance
M Throb.

These
records
have
something to offer for
everyone-from the timid to
the stout-hearted. All three
of these women have their
own
particular
talents.
These
albums
highlight
these, as well as point to the
limitations in the individual
approaches to their music.

STANDING AT the other
end of the spectrum as she
always has, we find Tina
Turner. Fresh from her role
as the Acid Queen in
"Tommy," Tina Turner just

Cagann
« A«t
4« French actor
Guttrv
' - Csak
49 Page
51 Biblical
hypocrite
S3 ViUl time after
liftoff
S6 Speaker of
ha-Kill
67 Situated
■-- Krinon
60 HUnoitruy
64 Come up
66 Fellow >tudent
6ft Plane ntunU
60 Cabbage
70 I n any rasa
71 Talking birda
73 Ballets forte
73 San
.Italy

1 Actor Franchot
h Autumn leaf
«h.<lr
9 Cowboy* garb
14 Jewiah month
16 Spore *ac*
16 Blackbird Var
17 Spacvmeeting

Trust formed
WASHINGTON (AP) Lawyers opposing no-fault
auto
insurance
have
established
the
fastest-growing new political
trust in the nation, latest
campaign finance reports
showed yesterday.
The trust's chairman says
that although opposition to
no-fault
insurance is a
leading concern, the group
also is interested in such
issues
as
medical
malpractice,
workmen's
compensation.
prison
reform and curbs on the
power of grand juries.

It seems that it is mostly
a matter of lackluster
arranging
and
song
selection.
Only
two
songs-the
well-known
standards 'Tracks Of My
Tears"
and
"Heat
Wave"-actually stand out.
The other material on the
album is enjoyable, but it is
rarely memorable enough to
arouse any real excitement.

!»>> lO» AMCIII1 1

ACROSS

has released an album that is
dazzling in its contrast to
the other two albums.
"Acid Queen," as the
album is entitled, is an
exciting romp through the
idioms of high energy rock
and funk.
It is a good album that
almost seethes with energy.
Tina Turner's voice is in top
form and, as usual, she is
backed by arrangements
that are every bit as
powerful and fiery as her
own performances.
Side one is the album's
highlight,and features Tina's
own recordings of five of
the 60's most aggressive
rock songs. She takes songs
by the Stones, the Who and
Led Zeppelin and delivers
them in a style that makes
the
singer's
gender
a
pointless question.

It is difficult to pinpoint
the exact reason for this.
Ronstadt's
vocal
performances are all of the
top caliber.
Her voice
alternates
between
the
tender and the aggressive in
a most exciting fashion, but
with few exceptions the
songs she sings on this new
album seem to be quite
forgettable.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Pre-washed to look lived-in;
down-to-earth cotton so its easy

Disguise," is a somewhat
disappointing
effort
compared to the exciting
"Heart Like a Wheel."

Coll Collect
1-216-631-15B7
24 HOUR SERVICE

University Performing Dancers meeting 6:30-8 p.m. Rm.
302 Women's Bldg.
Dr. James V. McConneli. Univ. of Mich., to speak on
"Cannibals, Chemicals, and Memory" Rm. 210 Math-Sci.
Bldg. 7:30 p.m.
BGSU Pommerettes meet Rm. 115 Ed. Bldg,, 8 p.m.
RIDES
Ride wanted Madison. Wise.
Sat.
Oct.
18. Barbara,
352-0641. 10:30 p.m.
I need a ride to O.U. on
Oct. 17. Terry. 2-5474.
Ride needed to East Coast
(preferably New York City)
on Oct. 20 or 21. Share gas.
Call Rolf at 352-0118.
HELP WANTED

Expert typing, reasonable,
352-7305.
Talk it over with someone
who cares about you.
Empa-Emotlonal.
and
material, pregnancy aid.
Mon. & Frl. 1-3 p.m. Tues.,
Wed.. Thur. 6:30-9:30 p.m..
352-6236.
Alterations done my home.
480 Lehman Apt. 107 Jan
Cusano. 352-0550.

Ambitious person wanting
to break Into radio by being
record librarian for WFAL.
See Ann Marie In 413 South
Hall.
Volunteers
only,
please.

WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

Need

Medical College of Ohio
Student
available
for
tutoring, 352-4513 ask for
Mike.

1

m. rmmte.

own

1 or 2 f. to share apt. '.block
from
campus.
352-3757.
1 m. rmmte. own bdrm. off
S. Main. $60/mo. 352-9217.

Phi Kappa Psi Lil Sis Rush.
Thurs. & Sun. 8-?

Thanks to the Sigma Chi's
for helping us with rush!
The D.G.'s.

PERSONALS

Secret 4 says Gamma Phi
Mug Tuggers are tops!
Congratulations Champsl

Travel - Fine Foods - Drinks
- Entertainment. 3 males
interested in homecoming
dates.
Call
2-3055 for
interview.

Remember Sweetest Day
(Oct. 18) with a growing
thing from The Plant Lady.
302 S. Summit. Open 10-7.
Tues.-Sat.

PRESERVE
CREDIBILITY!
Order
your
'76
yearbook now. Call the
Key. 2-0086.

FOR SALE

We service' motorcycles,
auto's, trucks, mufflers,
Dishop Motors, 18039 N.
Dixie Hwy.
Earl - Happy Sweetest Day.
Unspoken - our moments go
beyond words. Love. Marj.
THE
VILLAGE
PREACHER. Opening soon.
Sororities - the Sig Ep Ghost
awaits it's chance with

1971 BSA 650 cycle, stock,
6,600 mi A-l. Must sell. Will
dicker. 372-1446. New tire,
caldes. chain, valve job.
BSR turntable, model-510,
Shine
cartridge.
Many
extras.
Plus cabinet
&
pre-amp. $75. If interested
call 372-2573 & leave note
for G. Shinn.
1969 TR6 excellent cond.
Good gas mileage yellow
w/W. Blufton, 358-2788.
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Unfamiliar faces dominate cagers' drill
By Dick R
Sports Editor

Who are these guys?
That's what fans who witnessed the Falcon basketball
team's first official practice yesterday afternoon probably
wondered, and with rightful cause.
A group of 12 players went through opening-day drills at
Anderson Arena under the watchful eye of fifth-year
mentor Pat Haley.
But a lot of familiar faces were absent fiom the
hardwood.
The hoopsters engaged in a two-hour session devoted to
fundamentals and what Haley termed learning exercises.
HALEY. WHO guided last yeai's squad to an 18-10
record, a second-place finish in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) and a thiid-place showing in the
National Commissioner's Invitational Tournament, has a
major rebuilding task on his hands this winter.
It's easy to see why. Among the missing are:

-Three-year starters and last year's top three scorers Jeff
Montgomery, Cornelius Cash and Skip Howard.
Montgomery and Cash both scored over 1.000 points in
their Falcon careers. The trio took a combined 45.3 scoring
average with them through graduation.
-Top front line reserve Mark Cartwright. a 7-0 center
who recently signed a contract to play professional
basketball in Italy.
-Starling guard Steve Cooper, who decided not to report
back for his senior season because of personal reasons.
Cooper, the team's best defensive player last year, averaged
9.6 points per game and was an honorable mention all-MAC
choice.
-Guard Larry Wingate. sixth man as a freshman last
winter, who dropped out of school because of academic
problems.
-Junior Jay Underman. who transferred to Villanova.
The 6-8 center-forward could have been a top sub this
season.
-Assistant coach Bob Hill, the tireless recruiter, who
accepted a similar position at the University of Pittsburgh
this summer. Mike Ehrenfried, last vear's JV coach, replaces
Hill.

Hammye averaged S.9 points and 4.9 rebounds per game
last season and improved as the campaign progressed. His
continued development will be an important key to BG's
chances this winter.
Hammye is listed as a forward as 6-8 senior captain
Andre Richardson will handle the pivot duties. Richardson,
a defensive ace, was a part-time starter last year and
averaged 6.2 points and 6.7 rebounds per contest.
After Hammye and Richardson, Bowling Green has
nobody taller than 6-6. Suddenly, all the height the Falcons
boasted about for two years has vanished.

THE CUPBOARD is not completely bare, however.
Some talent does return and three incoming freshmen and
two promising junior college dansfers brighten the scene
considerably.
For starters, there's skinny 6-9 sophomore Ron
Hammye. who broke into the starting lineup midway
through last season and impiessed Falcon fans with his
hustle.

Harris, a 6-4 junior from Lorain Admiral King High
School, played his junior college ball at Vincennes (Ind.).
James is a 6-4 sophomore originally from Stoughton,
Mass. who played at Aruona Western last year.
Sophomore Greg Kampe, a standout for last year's JV
unit despite his S-10 frame, is also a contender for a starting
spot.
Kampe has one drawback, though. He is the football

TOP CANDIDATES for the other forward spot are
senior John Arnold, junior Dan Hipsher and sophomore
Norvain Morgan. All three measure 6-5. but have very
limited varsity experience.
Dave Sutton, a 6-4 junior who led the JV's in scoring last
year, is another forward candidate along with 6-6 leaper
Clarence Jackson, a freshman from Albion. Mich.
In the backcourt, left bare by the departure of
Montgomery. Cooper and Wingate. junior college transfers
Tommy Harris and Chuckie James are the likely choices for
starting roles.

Perez puzzled over hitting
CINCINNATI (AP) - In
the
boyant.
bustling
Cincinnati
dressing
room-home of a team that
insists it is headed for
baseball's
world
championship--one man sits
alone in a comet and
broods.
"I don't know what
happen. I am not swinging
good. I am happy for the
team. I am not happy for
myself," laments Tony
Perez, the Reds' first
baseman and top run
producer over the last nine
years.
Going into the fourth
game of the World Series
Wednesday night, with the
Reds leading the Boston Red

Sox 2-1. the 33-year-old
Cuban hadn't had the smell
of a hit. He was 0-for-IO in
three games, frustrated and
bewildered.
"Personal things don't
count."
he
tried
to
rationalize. "It's what the
team does that matters. The
team is doing pretty good.
Me? I have had my bad
times and my good times.
Now I wait for good times
again."

with 20 home runs and a
.282 average. His 1,024 rbis
sent him soaring past Frank
Robinson's team record of
1,009.
"I always like to hit with
men on base." Perez says. "I
like the challenge."
"Boston pitchers are

THE BROTHERS OF

DON'T MISS

FORCE OF NATURE,
THURS. OCT. 16
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM.
9 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
sponsored by Black Student Union, Student Activities.
Student Development

t*23!*L
H

CINCINNATI
(AP)-Danny
Murtaugh
blushed aside thoughts of
retirement yesterday and
announced he would return
as manager of the Pittsburgh
Pirates baseball team next
year.
Murtaugh. who took over
the Pirates midway through
the 1957 season, guided the
Pirates to a fust-place finish
in the National League's
Eastern Division this year
before
losing
to
the
Cincinnati Reds in the
playoffs.

"I LIKE to manage and
this has been a pretty good
year
hcalthwise,"
said
Murtaugh. 58. at a news
conference while he was
attending the World Seriev
"I was only really ill one
time. As long as I feel good,
there's a possibility of me
managing." he said.
General manager Joe E.
Biown gave Murtaugh a vote
of confidence, saying, "I'd
like him to manage until he
decides not to."
Brown said Murtaugh's
contract was his usual for
one year's duration.

"38,500.000
Unclaimed
Scholarships
11275 Massachusetts Ave.. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Q I am enclosing S9 95 plus $1 00 foe postage and handling.

Ahrk Kerns

Vice President -

TonyGiameUo

Secretary -

Art Komarouski

Treasurer -

Don Weber

Asst. Treasurer -

Joe Dunn

Social Chairman -

TonyHustak

Asst. Social Chairman -

Pete Villon

Pledge Trainer -

DonNegretti

Public Relations -

DaveMnpel

IFC Representative -

Steve Fletcher

Communications -

Dan Stokes

Athletic Chairman -

Chuck Sans

Librarian -

Willie Dauxon

Historian -

BUI Bryant

Chaplin -

Ricci Iacoboni

Mother's Club Rep. -

Guards -

Murtaugh rehired
as fiucs manager

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

CONGRATULATES
THEIR NEW OFFICERS:
FVesident -

TWO SCHOLARSHIP freshmen, 6-2 John Fitzpatrick of
Williamsville, N.Y. and 5-11 Jerry Hunter from Rochester,
N.Y. have as good a shot for starting berths in the
backcourt as any of the others.
Snapshooting sophomore Jim Feckley is another guard
hopeful after a season of JV play.
Six weeks of practice are scheduled before the season
opens with a home engagement against Wittenberg Dec. 3.
The squad will practice every Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday Scrimmages will be held each
Wednesday afternoon and Saturday morning, with Sunday
as a day of rest.

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, gianis. aids, and
fellowships ranging Irom S50 to S10.000 Cuiient list of
these sources researched and compiled as ot Sept. 15. 1975

THETA CHI

NO ACTIVE player has
been a better run producer
than Perez. In nine seasons,
he has batted in 90 runs or
more per year, on six
occassions more than 100.
This year, he had 109 rbi,

~—■

Head basketball coach Pat Haley directed yesterday's
practice session at Anderson Arena. (Newsphoto by
Michael PasaareUo)

doing a good job on me," he
says, "they mess my mind
up. They make me too
anxious.
"I tell myself, "Don't
worry, you get your swing
back any day now' but still
I wish I could be more help
to my team," he said.

team's regular punter and second-team comerback and will
not handle the roundball until late November.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHPS SOURCES TO:

George Konold
Joe Carrpo, Joe White

We're looking for a great year!

I

I

TONIGHT ONLY!!!
FUNNN
NNNEEE
IN CONCERT III
NOV 9 at 8:30 p.m.
B.G.'s ANDERSON ARENA
Tickets $4.50/5.50/6.50 On sale at B.G. Ticket
Oftic. - B.G. Students $1 oft with identification.

THE MARINES HAVE LANDED!
15-16 OCT. - UNIVERSITY HALL
SUMMER OFFICER TRAINING
JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES,
& FRESHMEN
NO ON-CAMPUS REQUIREMENTS
AIR-GROUND OR LAW - $900/YEAR

Vl Price on all
PIZZA & SUBS

■ alconi izza
516 E. Wooster

MARINE HELICOPTER AT B.G. 1 7 OCT.
ORIENTATION FLIGHTS SIGNUP 15-16 OCT.
CAPTAIN ROGERS (313)226-7764

From

5:00 p.m. To 9:00 p.m.
This offer not good on Deliver
Call ahead for Pick-Ups

.

352-1506
.*.««**•'

Saleet, Jackson
nab loop honors

Prosaic—big cog in the defense
By Mike Letko
The game just had
conducted and Alex Prosak,
BG'i massive sophomore
defensive tackle, sal in the
trainer's room surrounded
by a gathering of reporters
who were hoping for some
sort of assessment of the
game.
Prosak.
whose
third
quarter fumble recovery was
a key play in the Falcons'
victory
over
Toledo
Saturday, was rubbing a

piece of ice over a bruise on
his left leg to prevent
further swelling.
The deep purple bruise
was the shape of an oval on
his calf, taking up about as
much area as two hockey
pucks laid flat next to each
other. It looked as though
someone had wedged a golf
ball underneath his skin.
THE INJURY looked
painful enough to prevent a
normal
person
from
walking, yet it did not stop
Prosak from playing another

outstanding game.
"How'd you do that kick yourself?" one of the
scribes joked as Prosak
grinned.
"Does it hurt a lot?"
another inquired.
"Naw, not too much,"
Prosak shrugged. "It only
hurts when I get kicked. But
I wear a pad over it. It sorta
looks like somebody stuck
an egg under my skin. But it
hasn't bothered my running.
"I really don't know how
it happened," he continued.

"It was against Western
Michigan a week ago. I just
came off the field after a
series of plays and it was
sore. But it didn't stop me
from playing."
IT WAS Prosak's recovery
of a Gene Swick fumble
during the third period with
Toledo driving toward the
potential
go-ahead
touchdown that proved to
be the critical play of the
game.
"No one picked me up as
I was penetrating their

Bowling Green's Sherrill Jackson and Dan Saleet
have been named as the Mid-American Conference
(MAC) football players of the week.
Both were standouts in BG's 34-17 triumph over
arch-rival Toledo Saturday.
Jackson, a 5-11, 175-pound senior, was a
unamimous choice for the defensive honor. He had
nine tackles, including four solo stops, intercepted
two passes that led to Falcon scores, caused one
fumble and added a touchdown-saving tackle.
Saleet. the league's leading rusher, was the week's
offensive award winner. It marked the third time in
five weeks that he was BG's offensive nominee.
The Lakewood junior operated at both tailback
and fullback against the Rockets and amassed 1S2
yards in 27 carries. He also scored three touchdowns.

"He always comes to
play," the Falcon coach
said. "Alex is like money in
the bank. He's a fine player,
and a fine person, too.
"There's a lot of fine
football players in the
country but he's a good
person as well.
"And," Nehlen added,
"He's only a sophomore.
He's not doing bad for a
sophomore, or a junior, or a
senior. And just think hell be back for two more
years!"

backfleld," Prosak recalled.
"Swick just lost control of
the ball and it was right
there in front of me. I guess
it was just a case of me
being at the right place at
the right time."
Falcon head coach Don
Nehlen
called
Prosak's
fumble recovery the turning
point of the game.
"It was all BG after that
(his recovery)," explained
Nehlen, who said Prosak's
performance this season has
been tremendous.

Women spikers defeat four
By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
Though
young
and
inexperienced,
Bowling
Green's women's volleyball
team has proven itself with
a string of four victories and
no losses.
The lady Falcons have
victimized four teams-Ohio
Northern University (ONU),
Cedarville College, College
of Wooster and Defiance
College-in four days.
ONU became BG's first
victim in a quadrangular
match
Saturday
at
Anderson
Arena.
The
Falcons had little trouble
with the women spikers
from Ada, downing them
15-7 and 15-4.
Cedarville proved more of
a challenge for Bowling
Green, as the Falcons
scraped past in the tight
first game of the match,
17-15. BG then proceeded

Falcon defensive tackle Alex Prosak (77) lowers the boom

to wrap up the match with a
15-10 win in the second
game.
THE FALCONS then
annihilated Wooster in a
15-4, 15-2 laugher, to win
the third match of the
quadrangular meet.
"Saturday's matches were
a test of a new team and
team members that haven't
played that much," said
volleyball
mentor
Pat
Peterson. "I'd say they
passed the test with flying
colors."
The
Falcons
seemed
capable of adjusting to the
tempo of the matches,
although they failed to

initiate much of the attack.
"The teams we played
weren't
that
strong
offensively, so I think we'll
probably work on being
more offensive ourselves,"
Peterson said. "We had
better backcourt play. In
fact, I'd say our backcourt
play was relatively good."
Tuesday
right
BG's
spikers had to fight to
overcome a much improved
Defiance College team,
15-10.15-11.
The junior varsity squad
was successful in its bid for
a victory in its first match
of the season, as BG edged
out Defiance's JV's 1715 in

The BG New
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Tickets on sale for

A new hockey rivalry is born
By Terry Goodman
. Stiff Writer
RICHFIELD - Nothing in sports is more exciting than a
confrontation between two rival clubs.
Two teams usually will play with extra inspiration and
emotion due to close geographical location or tradition.
For example, in college football, heated battles occur
between Ohio State and Michigan, Auburn and Alabama
and Army and Navy among others. BG's dogfights with
Toledo are another example of a long-standing rivalry.
In professional sports, the same applies. In Ohio, the
Cincinnati Bengals and the Cleveland Browns are young
rivals on the gridiron.
On Saturday night, another rivalry was bom between
those same two Ohio cities, only in a different
sport-hockey.
The Cincinnati Stingers, playing their first big league
game ever, squared off with the four-year-old Cleveland
Crusaders in the World Hockey Association (WHA) lidlifter
at the home of the Lake Erie outfit, the Richfield
Coliseum.
A RIVALRY is spurred on by competition and the voice
of the fans. Both were apparent during the black and
yellow clad Bees' 1-0 victory over the Purple Gang from
Cleveland.

Serge Aubry turned away 38 shots, 24 in the first period
to lead the fired-up Stingers.
Crusader goalminder Gerry (heavers' only miscue was a
breakaway goal by 20-year old rookie Claude Larose.
Cincinnati coach Terry Slater noted afterwards, "Every
guy wanted to win this game badly.. .this feels great.
"WE CAME here to prove something and we did. It's just
super to win on the road like this. We have a lot of desire,
that's for sure."
Frenchman Larose, using a limited amount of English,
chimed in, "We maybe tight at first, but we fired-up. We
want win bad."
And so did the Cincinnati fans. As many as 750 Stinger
faithful, including the booster club, made the trip north for
the game.
The foreign fans made their presence known. They
yelled, screamed, blew air horns and chanted repeatedly
STIN-G-E-RS.
Cleveland fans, making up the majority of the 12,248 in
attendance, booed heavily-some at the Stinger group and
others at the Crusaders for blowing six power plays.
When the public address announcer welcomed the
booster club, the partisan crowd didn't, typical of a rivalry
in the making.

Badgers invade Ohio State

OHIO STATE, with 21-0
and 49-0 Big Ten victories
over Michigan State and
Iowa, enters the game No. 1
in conference scoring and
No. 1 in defense.
Wisconsin is seventh in
league scoring and tied for
fifth in scoring defense.
Wiaconsin lost to Michigan
23-6 in its only other Big
Ten start.
On the basis of his

"DEFIANCE WAS much
better than they have
been " she added. "This is
the first time they've had a
JV team and I was surprised
at their depth. They had no

SPORTS

Terry Goodman

MADISON.
Wis.
(AP) -- Wisconsin takes on
top-ranked Ohio State at
Columbus Saturday, and
despite last week's 17-14
victory over Purdue only
the most optimistic Badger
boosters could be counting
on an upset.
A year ago, with an
established quarterback in
senior Gregg Bohlig, the
Badgers invaded
Ohio
Stadium with high hopes
and were trounced 52-7.
This year coach Woody
Hayes' Buckeyes are 5-0.
Wisconsin is a disappointing
2-3 and still has a question
mark at quarterback as it
reaches
the
season's
half-way point.

attack, but Uiey were a
good, scrambling team."
The Falcon spikers have a
rough weekend coming up
as they play Ohio University
and Capital University at
Bexley Oct. 24, then travel
to Cincinnati Oct. 25 where
they meet Mt. St. Joseph
and the University of
Dayton, always a big
volleyball contender in the
state.
"We're going to work on
getting our offense and
front-line defense going
before
that
weekend,"
Peterson said. "Well really
have to rise to
the

the first game before
disposing of them, 15-8.
Peterson lauded the play
of both her team and
Defiance.
"Both our varsity and JV
teams had a lot of bright
points offensively," she
said. "It was the first match
for the "B" team and they
had first-game jitters, but
they managed to rise to the
occasion.

performance against the
Boilermakers, junior Mike
Carroll
may
start
at
quarterback against Ohio
State.
ALTHOUGH there are
doubts at quarterback, the
Badger running game is set

with senior tailback Bill
Marek leading the way.
Marck. has 2,925 career
rushing yards. A 75-yard
performance against the
Buckeyes would make him
only the 30th collegiate
runner
to
break
the
3.000-yard barrier.

The last time Wisconsin
won in Columbus was in
1918 by a 14-3 score.

Down 1-0 entering the last period, Crusader fans got
desperate and gave their team a patriotic salute through two
mascots.
THE MASCOTS were wearing Richard Nixon masks near
the C's locker room. When the Clevelanders came out for
the last 20 minutes, the Nixon's saluted the team by waving
small American flags.
But even the salute to the hosts didn't help. Jacked-up
young Cincinnati, probably not the superior team, used
emotion, pride and guts in polishing off the seasoned Purple
Gang for the win.
After the beating was over, disbelief clouded the losing
locker room, and maybe even a hint of revenge was in their
eyes.
The Crusaders, who have made the playoffs every year in
the WHA, were shell-shocked.
The next time those two clubs meet, it probably will be
an even harder hitting matchup. More flare-ups will occur.
The fans will yell even louder than before. Why?
Simple. This time Cleveland will have something to
prove. A new rivalry has been born.

MAC grid twinbill
Tickets for Saturday's Mid-American Conference (MAC)
football doubleheader at Cleveland Stadium are on sale now
at the Memorial Hall ticket office.
TICKETS ARE $4 for students and Ss for adults. All
tickets are good for both games of the doubleheader.
Toledo will face Western Michigan in the first game at 6
p.m. followed by the Falcons against Kent State at 9 p.m.
Student tickets will not be sold at the gates.
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POMMERETTE
TRY-OUT
INFO-NIGHT
FOR FRESHMEN
AND TRANSFER STUDENTS
OCT. 16, 8:00 p.m.. Education Building
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Brigham's Greenhouse

Pizza Lovers!

Weekly specials on

iBHHa

Hanging Baskets Clay Pots

Clip Out & Save

4 Saucers - Pottery
1026 N. Main • NEXT TO KROGERS
OPEN 8- 7 DAILY

ALPINE VILLAGE
RESTAURANT

101 N. ftUin
MWUR.

Oc^n. OKI.

SPECIALIZING IN GERMAN, AMERICAN, AND ITALIAN FOODS

• Q-li[s^
| Rag St it ch Denim Skirtt
Reg $12.00

Now $7.99

Denim Bib Overalls
Reg $15.00

Now $9.99

I
I Selected Bruthed Denim Joans
I
I

Reg $10.00

Now $6.99

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
I

L.

Fast FREE Delivery

OPEN 1 l:O0 A.M. to 1 A.M.
WEEKEND SPECIALS

(West of Mac Dormitory)

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone

THURS. Lasagna 3.45
FRI. Broiled Fresh Whole Pickeral 3.95
SAT. Roast Prime Rib of Beef Au Jus 5.25|

Cheese

llbl

lite*

SI .65

S2.00

S2.65

13.70

.X

.40

.50

.65

.25

.30

.40

.50

S2.75

S3.S0

$4.50

S6.1S

Each Item Add
Extra Cheese
Deluxe-

ALSO OPEN SUNDAY 1 2 to 7 P.M.
ENTERTAINMENT IN COCKTAIL
LOUNGE TILL 1 A.M.

] AM. M. * Sat.

StZiS
II tedi

01—..., - 11 talk

Above includes assorted relishes, potatoes, garden
tossed salad, appetizer, bread, butter, and coffee

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 353-0512

1352-51661

4.30 ML — 1 AM. Daly

MMMa

.—

*

•MOMkattl

117 N. MAIN ST.

i

,

:

